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EXPLORE LANGUEDOC  tourism service providers

Mobile : +33 (0)6 12 21 89 85
21, chemin de parazols - 34420 VILLENEUVE LES BEZIERS
Email : info@explorelanguedoc.com
Site internet : https://explorelanguedoc.com/fr/acceuil
  
Explore Languedoc specialises in creating a unique experience for visitors to the South of France. Our goal is to provide
authentic day trips or bespoke holidays as we share what makes the Occitanie / Pyrénées-Méditerranée region
so special. Lead by a local guide, you will explore the history, the cultural identity and deeply rooted traditions that shape
this Mediterranean area. Our ability to provide an authentic adventure stems from a great appreciation of what the
region has to offer. In addition to the main highlights and traditions, our tours acknowledge the subtle details that truly
make this part of France unique. We are committed to planning itineraries that honour your needs and interests. Be
inspired by the area's rich heritage; local culture and way of life, medieval villages, vineyards, and extraordinary
landscapes await you! We are proud to offer our guests a fulfilling French experience and are confident that you will be
satisfied with your Explore Languedoc excursion.
 

 

 

 
 
Location : Village location, Pays de Béziers

Languages spoken : English

 
Activity
Activity: organization of day trip tours or half day trip tours

Speciality: themed excursions including history, culture, nature and tradition

Activities : 
- Tour operator and travel service provider

Speciality : 
- business travel
- leisure travel
- pleasure travel
- individual travel
- cultural tourism
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- 'terroir' tourism

 
Example packages
Day trip tour: Béziers and the Canal du Midi : 
<p>- <span>Duration : 1 day

- Valid : All the year

- Prices : from 85 € based on a minimum of 2 people (reductions for travel organisers 5 %)

Day trip tour: Saint Guilhem Le Désert and surroundings : 
<p>- <span>Duration : 1 day

- Valid : All the year

- Prices : from 85 € based on a minimum of 2 people (reductions for travel organisers 5 %)

Day trip tour: Pézenas and surroundings : 
<p>- <span>Duration : 1 day

- Valid : All the year

- Prices : from 85 € based on a minimum of 2 people (reductions for travel organisers 5 %)

 
Legal status
Immatriculation Atout France : IM 034 19 0006


